Abstract
Introduction
Digital watermarking offers contributions in the fields of protection of the authenticity of data and the copyrights of authors. It describes techniques to embed additional information, the watermark, into digital data [1] . The desired watermark properties strongly depend on the specific application. One property is the robustness describing the possibility to extract the watermark after permitted or malicious modification (attacks) of the digital data. An overview of different attacks, such as cropping, rotating, scaling, compression or noise, and their classifications can be found in [2] . Robustness to many attacks can be important. However, mostly these watermarks are not robust to strong lossy compression or contain only a low amount of information (watermark capacity). High robustness to strong lossy compression and a suitable capacity can be achieved using geometric warping-based watermarking approaches [3] , [4] . The watermark is embedded by changing the geometric structure of images or videos. Because compression algorithms try to maintain the geometric structure, these watermarks can be very robust.
Using the geometric structure as embedding domain, issue a challenge to the watermarking procedure. The watermark information is coded into the spatial position of edges or corners. Usually, edged and corners have to be detected for embedding the watermark. In blind watermarking approaches, these positions have to be reconstructed for watermark extraction. Therefore, (content dependent) features of images or videos are used to select watermark embedding positions. Maes et al. [4] use salient points, Pröfrock et al. use edge strength to select blocks [3] or to segment images [6] . If the image content is changed (e.g. by compression) these selection processes can be corrupted. There are methods to prevent failures by creating a gap in the feature distribution [6] or using error correction codes [9] , [10] . However, these steps induces additional quality degradations or reduce the watermark capacity and robustness, respectively. Furthermore, an attacker can use the knowledge about the used image features to de-synchronize the watermark. Hence, the usage of content dependent selection of embedding positions or content dependent segmentation processes results in decreased watermark efficiency (robustness, capacity, quality, computational complexity) and in additional security holes.
In this paper, we propose a geometric warpingbased watermarking approach that embeds the watermark into the image content without the necessity of selection of content dependent embedding positions or segments. The watermark is embedded in the geometric structure with the common advantage of high robustness to lossy compression. The basis of our approach is a filter that can be implemented with low computational complexity. The results of the filter process can be interpreted as geometric structure of an image and can be used as embedding domain. For watermark embedding, we present an efficient algorithm with low computational complexity to change the embedding domain. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the fundamentals of our approach are presented. Afterwards we propose an efficient realisation of our filter that is used to describe the geometric structure. In section 4 our embedding and extracting theory, which bases on the filter results, is introduced. Additionally, we propose a scheme to compute the warping field that is required to embed the watermark by geometric warping. Finally, our results are presented and discussed.
Fundamentals
In [3] we explain and show that the geometric structure is a suitable embedding domain for watermark information. The watermark is robust to strong lossy compression and can be embedded without significant quality degradations.
The basis to describe the geometric structure is the block-based Normed Centre of Gravity (NCG) and the mapping of the NCG x,y-coordinates on a content adaptive quantization lattice [3] . The values L and s are the result of the NCG calculation and mapping process. L delivers information about the "amount" of geometric structure (e.g. edged strength) in the processed block. The value s is a reduced description of the geometric structure (e.g. edge positions). For practical applications, an efficient realisation of the filter is advantageous, which is proposed in the next section.
Efficient Filter Realisation
The simplest way to realise the filter process is to perform the NCG calculation for each pixel surrounding block (see Figurea3). More computing power than necessary is required using this way. Redundant steps in the filter process (e.g. averaging columns and rows of the blocks) are reasons for this. ( )
The resulting vectors are collected by adding them to the temporary matrices M1, M2, M3 and M4 as shown exemplarily in Figurea4. M1 to M4 are 
With these vectors, the values for L and s on position i,j can be computed using the known equations (see [3] , equations (2) to (6)). Hence, we get the values LFM i,j and CFM i,j of the matrices LFM and CFM. As shown in Figurea5 the required computing power of the advanced filter process (based on a 3 GHz Intel E6850) is lower than the required computing power of the simple filter process. The proposed filter process can also divided into several independent processes for a more efficient filtering on multi-core systems.
An implemented version of our advanced filter can be downloaded at [5] . 
Watermark Embedding and Extraction
Our watermarking embedding and extraction process is based on the matrices LFM and CFM of the filter process. CFM (correlation with edged positions) is used to carry the watermark information bits. LFM (correlation with edge strength) is used as indicator which elements of CFM are suitable and robust, respectively, to carry the watermark information. High values of LFM (strong edges) results in robust values of CFM (robust edge positions).
This section is divided into two sub-sections. In the first sub-section, the theory of embedding and extraction is explained. Afterwards we propose an efficient algorithm to compute the warping field that is required to change the geometric structure for embedding.
Theory -Embedding and Extraction
The watermark information is spreaded to the whole image. Therefore, m n ⋅ different positions of LFM and CFM are selected to embed n watermark bits. The selection process is content independent and can be realized with a known or ciphered (key-controlled) process. As result we get the position matrix POS containing the vectors 
The relationship between the m n ⋅ chosen elements and the number of elements in LFM/CFM is rel:
Based on LFM, CFM and POS the vector 
Practice -Computing the Warping Field
Aim of the warping process is to change the elements of LFM and CFM at position POS to reduce the difference of the elements of * s to the watermark bit values. To prevent visible quality degradations the warping field has to be limited.
The warping field W of an image with r rows and c columns is defined as follows:
The warping vector , i j w defines the warping in x ( , x i j w ) and the warping in y ( , y i j w ) direction. To reduce the computational complexity for computing the warping field, we describe the warping field W with a small set of sampling points P:
Investigations have shown that a distance (independent of the host image) of 16 pixels between the sampling points results in a good balance between computational complexity and embedding efficiency e. To compute W out of P bilinear interpolation is used.
The scheme to compute P is described in the following: A single element , p is limited to p max to control the influence of warping to the image quality. Because bilinear interpolation is used to compute W out of P, the influence of each sampling point on the warping field is spatial limited. Hence, each fourth sampling point can be computed by the search algorithm at the same time. As a result, the computational complexity is significantly reduced. All sampling points are computed in four steps. In each step another quarter of the sampling points is computed. These steps are repeated until no significant increase of e can be observed. The scheme is exemplarily shown in Figurea6. 
Results
The proposed watermark approach can be applied on images or frames of videos. Generally, strong lossy compression is more used in video processing instead in image processing. Because of this, the standard test videos "Bus", "Horse", "Horse2", "Waterfall" and "Foreman" (gray scaled, resolution of 352x288 pixels, 930 frames in total) are used to analyse our approach. For compression the actual compression standard H.264/AVC and for the adaptive quantization lattice [3] 32 quant = is used.
Embedding Efficiency
The mean embedding efficiency e mean is computed for different rel and different maximal warping strengths p max . The results are shown in Figurea9. As expected, e mean decreases with an increased rel (m, respectively). 
Quality
The influence of the embedding and warping process, respectively, on the video quality can not estimated by using common statistics such as Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) or Structural Similarity Index (SSIM). In [7] we propose quality relevant warping parameters and evaluate them with a study. As parameters the mean spatial change of warping w smean and the mean temporal change of warping w tmean are proposed. Based on these parameters we can estimate the influence of the warping process of this work on the video quality. Out of the maximal warping strength p max and the distance of 16 pixels between sampling points P of W, the mean spatial change of warping can be computed as follows: Figure 12 of [7] . Furthermore, the warping doesn't result in visible quality degradation at w smean a≤a0.0375. For this work we can conclude: 1. The warping (watermark embedding) doesn't result in visible quality degradation for p max a≤a0.3. 2. We can embed the watermark bits in each video frame (w tmean doesn't matter) without visible quality degradations for p max a≤a0.3.
Watermark Robustness and Capacity
In this sub-section, the robustness of the embedded watermark bits to lossy compression is analysed. For compression the actual most efficient compression standard H.264/AVC [8] is used. The figures in this sub-section present the watermark Bit Error Rate (BER) of all videos in relationship to the compression strength. Because parameters of compression and resulting video data rates can not be interpreted without additional information we use the PSNR to describe the compression strength.
As already stated, the watermark robustness depends on the embedding efficiency e and the amount of embedding positions per bit m and rel, respectively. In Finally, it can be concluded that for maximal robustness the parameter rel and p max has to be as high as possible. To prevent visible quality degradations p max is limited to p max a≤a0.3. Hence, for following analyses of the watermark capacity in relationship to the robustness we uses rela=a0.3 and p max a=a0.3. Figurea12 shows the results. As expected, the watermark robustness decreases with an increasing watermark capacity (at the same quality). The results show that the robustness of the watermark to strong lossy compression is very high even at a relative high watermark capacity. In Figurea13, the influence of compression is illustrated to show the relationship between watermark robustness and degradation of video quality. 
Further Analyses
Aim of the proposed watermarking approach is to achieve robustness to strong lossy compression. In the above sub-section we analyse this robustness. In this sub-section we analyse the robustness of the watermark bits to other kinds of typical distortions such as noise, scaling, cropping and geometric warping.
Noise: Noise is a distortion, which can be the result of converting videos from digital to analogue to digital. For our analyses we use Gaussian noise with a mean of zero. The strength of the noise is given by the standard deviation σ. Figurea14 shows the robustness of the watermark bits to noise. In Figurea15, the distortion of noise is exemplarily shown. Scaling: Scaling is a typical operation in the field of image and video processing to adapt the resolution. For our analyses we use scaling where the scaling factor of the frames is the same for the height and for the width. We assume that the scaling factor is known during the watermark extraction. Figurea16 shows the robustness of the watermark bits to scaling. The strength of scaling is given in percent. For example, scaling of 10 % means that the frame size is reduced to 10 %. In Figurea17, some examples for scaling are shown. Geometric warping: Geometric warping doesn't belong to the class of typical video processing operations. However, the proposed watermarking approach uses geometric warping for watermark embedding. An attacker could also use geometric warping to destroy the watermark. In the following we analyse the robustness of the watermark to geometric warping attacks. The used attack warping fields are constructed similar to the embedding warping fields. Because the attacker doesn't know the embedding positions POS, he can't attack the watermark bits directly. Hence, the attack warping fields are generated with a random set of parameters with a maximal warping strength p max . The results are shown in 
Discussion
The embedded watermark bits achieve a high robustness to strong lossy compression, noise, (known) scaling, (known) cropping and geometric warping attacks. To get the parameter of scaling, cropping or other de-synchronizing distortions (rotation, skewing and so on), our watermark approach can be combined with re-synchronization templates [11] . These templates could be pseudo random noise, which is added on the images or frames. As shown in Figurea14 the watermark bits are very robust to noise. Hence, adding of invisible pseudo random noise-based templates after watermarking the images or frames doesn't affect the watermark bits significantly.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a blind uncompressed domain geometric warping-based watermarking approach for images and videos. The advantage of our p max = 0.1 p max = 1 cropping 10 % cropping 75 % approach is the embedding of watermarks into the content of data without the necessity of using content dependent embedding positions. On this way, the watermark efficiency and security have been increased and the computational complexity has been decreased. For the watermark approach we developed an efficient filter algorithm to describe the geometric structure and we proposed the watermark embedding scheme. We show that the resulting watermark can be embedded without visible quality degradations and with high robustness to strong lossy compression, noise, (known) scaling, (known) cropping and geometric warping at a high watermark capacity.
This work is an important improvement of previous works and can be used as basis for further watermarking approaches that use the advantageous geometric structure as a new type of embedding domain.
